


at stake.  Nature’s handiwork is everywhere, from the massive swarms
of insects to the busy sections of brass and winds which model the
same intense microtonal and polyrhythmic patterns.  Dolden considers
the relation between culture and geography, and takes it to its logical
extreme. He first recognizes it is no coincidence that country music
sprang to life alongside the howling hounds of the open plains, and that
Spain begat flamenco alongside crickets that chirp in 6/8.  By placing
the original sources into the music itself, we travel full circle back to the
land. Unity is furthered by the recurring melodic themes, initially
presented by the choir and later shredded on guitar, barked by dogs and
generally embedded and transformed throughout.  While listeners
cannot be faulted for concluding that Dolden Has the Biggest Sound,
Dolden instead suggests that it is nature itself.  Scratching the surface
humor behind the “misbehaving animals” trope reveals a desperate cry
for both musical and environmental relief.  If nature has the biggest
sound, nicest melodies and biggest noise, then it must be respected and
protected.

True to the spirit of outsider forefathers like Harry Partch, Dolden has
created his own set of tools and tuning systems ideally suited to his
artistic vision.  This is equally evident on the CD’s second work, The Un-
Tempered Orchestra.  Moments of detuned madness most remind us of
Partch, but while Partch physically sculpted an original armamentarium,
Dolden electronically sculpts familiar classical, rock, and world
instruments into new harmonic shapes.  If Who Has the Biggest Sound?
proves Dolden shares Partch’s biting wit, The Un-Tempered Orchestra
extends the possibilities for tuning systems into dreamy realms beyond
anything Patch could have imagined.

The abundance of information is such that you may never discover all
of the supersonic gems that fly through the superhighways of sound,
but trying guarantees a wild ride.

- Lawrence Joseph

Canadian composer and multi-instrumentalist Paul Dolden is an
anomaly even within the anomalous universe of modern music.
An unparalleled master of digital studio techniques, he uses only

acoustic sound sources, making him an acoustic-electro-acoustic
composer.  Shunning the safety of academia, Dolden has traced out a
singular path for over 30 years, producing an astonishing array of
maximalist works that have won over 20 international awards.  Because
he labors for literally years tweaking every upper partial and
microsecond of each work, new releases are rare events to be
celebrated.

With equal regard for Jimmy Page and Pat Martino as for Bach and
Xenakis, disparate genres coalesce within a single musical event, yet
Dolden’s constructions are instantly recognizable as his alone.  Despite
retaining his signature sound, even the closest followers of Dolden’s
career will be surprised by the innovations on this CD. 

The first piece, Who Has the Biggest Sound?, displays Dolden’s talent
for mixes that are dense in content yet retain transparency even when
layering hundreds of tracks. His unique gift is the ability to imagine and
then painstakingly realize orchestrations where the sum is not only
greater than the parts, but the results are completely unpredictable
from the parts. Is that atonal noise or a romantic sonata for cello? Is that
country twang or is the earth spinning into an apocalyptic portamento?
A field recording of cicadas or an Argentinean tango?  It’s all of that and
more, as musical nanoparticles collide at the speed of light and splinter
into volatile sonic projectiles that whimsically fuse and re-explode with
unimaginable creativity.

Despite the non-stop head-twirling juxtapositions of genres and
sonorities, Who Has the Biggest Sound? remains coherent thanks to a
hierarchy of thematic concepts that are as multi-layered and intertwined
as the musical tracks themselves.  Most immediately apparent is the dig
at contemporary music culture, reflected in the title and opening lines
from the choir, which reference music as if it were an Olympic sport.
Dig a bit deeper, however, and it becomes clear that there is much more
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